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ABSTRACT
Given a large repository of geotagged imagery, we seek to automatically find visual elements, e.g. windows, balconies, and street signs, that are most distinctive for a certain geo-spatial area, for example the city of Paris. This is a tremendously difficult task as the visual features distinguishing architectural elements of different places can be very subtle. In addition, we face a hard search problem: given all possible patches in all images, which of them are both frequently occurring and geographically informative? To address these issues, we propose to use a discriminative clustering approach able to take into account the weak geographic supervision. We show that geographically representative image elements can be discovered automatically from Google Street View imagery in a discriminative manner. We demonstrate that these elements are visually interpretable and perceptually geo-informative. The discovered visual elements can also support a variety of computational geography tasks, such as mapping architectural correspondences and influences within and across cities, finding representative elements at different geo-spatial scales, and geographically-informed image retrieval.

1. INTRODUCTION
Consider the two photographs in Figure 1, both downloaded from Google Street View. One comes from Paris, the other one from London. Can you tell which is which? Surprisingly, even for these nondescriptive street scenes, people who have been to Europe tend to do quite well on this task. In an informal survey, we presented 11 subjects with 100 random Street View images of which 50% were from Paris, and the rest from eleven other cities. We instructed the subjects (who have all been to Paris) to try and ignore any text in the photos, and collected their binary forced-choice responses (Paris / Not Paris). On average, subjects were correct 79% of the time ($\text{std} = 6.3$), with chance at 50% (when allowed to scrutinize the text, performance for some subjects went up as high as 90%). What this suggests is that people are remarkably sensitive to the geographically-informative features within the visual environment. But what are those features? In informal debriefings, our subjects suggested that for most images, a few localized, distinctive elements “immediately gave it away”. E.g. for Paris, things like windows with railings, the particular style of balconies, the distinctive doorways, the traditional blue/green/white street signs, etc. were particularly helpful. Finding those features can be difficult though, since every image can contain more than 25,000 candidate patches, and only a tiny fraction will be truly distinctive.

In this work, we want to find such local geo-informative features automatically, directly from a large database of photographs from a particular place, such as a city. Specifically, given tens of thousands of geo-localized images of some geographic region $R$, we aim to find a few hundred visual elements that are both: 1) repeating, i.e. they occur often in $R$, and 2) geographically discriminative, i.e. they occur much more often in $R$ than in $R^C$. Figure 1 shows sample output of our algorithm: for each photograph we show three of the most geo-informative visual elements that were automatically discovered. For the Paris scene (left), the street sign, the window with railings, and the balcony support are all flagged as informative.

But why is this topic important for modern computer graphics? 1) Scientifically, the goal of understanding which visual elements are fundamental to our perception of a complex visual concept, such as a place, is an interesting and useful one. Our paper shares this motivation with a number of other recent works that don’t actually synthesize new visual imagery, but rather propose ways of finding and visualizing existing image data in better ways, be it selecting candid portraits from a video stream [5], summarizing a scene from photo collections [19], finding iconic images of an object [1], etc. 2) More practically, one possible future application of the ideas presented here might be to help CG modelers by generating so-called “reference art” for a city. For instance, when modeling Paris for Pixar’s Ratatouille, the co-director Jan Pinkava faced exactly this problem: “The basic question for us was: ‘what would Paris look like as a model of Paris?’”, that is, what are the main things that give the city...
its unique look?" [14]. Their solution was to “run around Paris for a week like mad tourists, just looking at things, talking about them, and taking lots of pictures” not just of the Eiffel Tower but of the many stylistic Paris details, such as signs, doors etc. [14](see photos on pp.120–121). But if going “on location” is not feasible, our approach could serve as basis for a detail-centric reference art retriever, which would let artists focus their attention on the most statistically significant stylistic elements of the city. 3) And finally, more philosophically, our ultimate goal is to provide a stylistic narrative for a visual experience of a place. Such narrative, once established, can be related to others in a kind of geo-cultural visual reference graph, highlighting similarities and differences between regions. E.g. one could imagine finding a visual appearance “trail” from Greece, through Italy and Spain and into Latin America. In this work, we only take the first steps in this direction – connecting visual appearance across cities, finding similarities within a continent, and differences between neighborhoods. But we hope that our work might act as a catalyst for research in this new area, which might be called computational geo-cultural modeling.

2. PRIOR WORK

In the field of architectural history, descriptions of urban and regional architectural styles and their elements are well established. Such local elements and rules for combining them have been used in computer systems for procedural modeling of architecture to generate 3D models of entire cities in an astonishing level of detail, e.g. [12], or to parse images of facades, e.g. [22]. However, such systems require significant manual effort from an expert to specify the appropriate elements and rules for each architectural style.

At the other end of the spectrum, data-driven approaches have been leveraging the huge datasets of geotagged images that have recently become available online. For example, Crandall et al. [2] use the GPS locations of 35 thousand consumer photos from Flickr to plot photographer-defined frequency maps of cities and countries. Geo-tagged datasets have also been used for place recognition [17, 8] including famous landmarks [10, 11]. Our work is particularly related to [17, 8], where geotags are also used as a supervisory signal to find sets of image features discriminative for a particular place. While these approaches can work very well, their image features typically cannot generalize beyond matching specific buildings imaged from different viewpoints. Alternatively, global image representations from scene recognition, such as GIST descriptor [13] have been used for geolocalization of generic scenes on the global Earth scale [6, 7]. There, too, reasonable recognition performance has been achieved, but the use of global descriptors makes it hard for a human to interpret why a given image gets assigned to a certain location.

Finally, our paper is related to a line of work on unsupervised object discovery [16, 20] (and especially [15], who also deal with mining geo-tagged image data). Such methods attempt to explicitly discover features or objects which occur frequently in many images and are also useful as human-interpretable elements of visual representation. But being unsupervised, these methods are limited to only discovering things that are both very common and highly visually consistent.

In contrast, here we propose a discovery method that is weakly constrained by location labels derived from GPS tags, and which is able to mine representative visual elements automatically from a large online image dataset. Not only are the resulting visual elements geographically discriminative (i.e. they occur only in a given locale), but they also typically look meaningful to humans, making them suitable for a variety of geo-data visualization applications. The next section describes the data used in this work, followed by the full description of our algorithm.

3. THE DATA

Flickr has emerged as the data-source of choice for most recently developed data-driven applications in computer vision and graphics, including visual geo-location [6, 2, 11]. However, the difficulty with Flickr and other consumer photo-sharing websites for geographical tasks is that there is a strong data bias towards famous landmarks. To correct for this bias and provide a more uniform sampling of the geographical space, we turn to Google Street View – a huge database of street-level imagery, captured as panoramas using specially-designed vehicles. This enables extraction of roughly fronto-parallel views of building facades and, to some extent, avoids dealing with large variations of camera viewpoint.

Given a geographical area on a map, we automatically scrape a dense sampling of panoramas of that area from Google Street View. From each panorama, we extract two perspective images (936x537 pixels), one on each side of the capturing vehicle, so that the image plane is roughly parallel to the vehicle’s direction of motion. This results in approx-
4. DISCOVERING GEO-INFORMATIVE ELEMENTS

Our goal is to discover visual elements which are characteristic of a given geographical locale (e.g. the city of Paris). That is, we seek patterns that are both frequently occurring within the given locale, and geographically discriminative, i.e. they appear in that locale and do not appear elsewhere. Note that neither of these two requirements by itself is enough: sidewalks and cars occur frequently in Paris but are hardly discriminative, whereas the Eiffel Tower is very discriminative, but too rare to be useful (< 0.0001% in our data). In this work, we will represent visual elements by square image patches at various resolutions, and mine them from our large image database. The database will be divided into two parts: (i) the positive set containing images from the location whose visual elements we wish to discover (e.g. Paris); and (ii) the negative set containing images from the rest of the world (in our case, the other 11 cities in the dataset). We assume that many frequently occurring but uninteresting visual patterns (trees, cars, sky, etc.) will occur in both the positive and negative sets, and should be filtered out. Our biggest challenge is that the overwhelming majority of our data is uninteresting, so matching the occurrences of the rare interesting elements is like finding a few needles in a haystack.

One possible way to attack this problem would be to first discover repeated elements and then simply pick the ones which are the most geographically discriminative. A standard technique for finding repeated patterns in data is clustering. For example, in computer vision, “visual word” approaches [21] use k-means clustering on image patches represented by SIFT descriptors. Unfortunately, standard visual words tend to be dominated by low-level features, like edges and corners (Figure 2a), not the larger visual structures we are hoping to find. While we can try clustering using larger image patches (with a higher-dimensional feature descriptor, such as HOG [3]), k-means behaves poorly in very high dimensions, producing visually inhomogeneous clusters (Figure 2b). We believe this happens because k-means (and similar approaches) partition the entire feature space. This tends to lose the needles in our haystack: the rare discriminative elements get mixed with, and overwhelmed by, less interesting patches, making it unlikely that a distinctive element could ever emerge as its own cluster.

In this paper, we propose an approach that avoids partitioning the entire feature space into clusters. Instead, we start with a large number of randomly sampled candidate patches, and then give each candidate a chance to see if it can converge to a cluster that is both frequent and discriminative. We first compute the nearest neighbors of each candidate, and reject candidates with too many neighbors in the negative set. Then we gradually build clusters by applying iterative discriminative learning to each surviving candidate. The following section presents the details of this algorithm.

4.1 Our Approach

From the tens of millions of patches in our full positive set, we randomly sample a subset of 25,000 high-contrast patches to serve as candidates for seeding the clusters. Throughout the algorithm, we represent such patches using a HOG+color descriptor. First, the initial geo-informativeness of each patch is estimated by finding the top 20 nearest neighbor (NN) patches in the full dataset (both positive and negative), measured by normalized correlation, and counting how many of them come from Paris. Figure 3 shows nearest neighbors for a few randomly-selected patches and for the patches whose neighbors all come from Paris. Note that the latter patches are not only more Parisian, but also considerably more coherent. This is because generating a coherent cluster is a prerequisite to retrieving matches exclusively from Paris: any patch whose matches are incoherent will likely draw those matches randomly from inside and outside Paris. We keep the candidate patches that have the highest proportion of their nearest neighbors in the positive set, while also rejecting near-duplicate patches (measured by spatial overlap of more than 30% between any 5 of their top 50 nearest neighbors). This reduces the number of candidates to about 1000.

Some good elements, however, get matched incorrectly during the nearest-neighbors phase. Figure 4 shows a patch that contains both a street sign and a vertical bar on the right (the end of the facade). The naive distance metric doesn’t know what’s important, and so it tries to match both. Yet too few such patches exist in the dataset; for the remainder, the algorithm matches the vertical bar simply because it’s more frequent. To fix this problem, we aim to learn a distance metric that gives higher weight to the features that make the patch geo-discriminative.

Recently, [18] showed how one can improve visual retrieval by adapting the distance metric to the given query using discriminative learning. We adopt similar machinery, training a linear SVM detector for each visual element in an iterative manner as in [20]. Unlike these previous works, however, we emphasize that the weak labels are the workhorse of the distance learning. In the case of Figure 4, for example, we know that the street sign is more important because it occurs only in Paris, whereas the vertical bar occurs everywhere. We train an SVM detector for each visual element, using the top k nearest neighbors from the positive set as positive examples, and all negative-set patches as negative examples. While this produces a small improvement (Figure 5, row 2), it is not enough, since the top k matches might not have been very good to begin with. So, we iterate the SVM learning, using the top k detections from previous round as positives (we set k = 5 for all experiments). The idea is that with each round, the top detections will become better and better, resulting in a continuously improving detector. However, doing this directly would not produce much improvement because the SVM tends to over-fit to the initial positive examples [20], and will prefer them in each next round over new (and better) ones. Therefore, we apply cross-validation by dividing both the positive and the negative parts of the dataset into l equally-sized subsets (we set l = 3 for all experiments). At each iteration of the training, we apply the detectors trained on the previous round to a new, unseen subset of data to select the top k detections for retraining. In our experiments, we used three iterations, as most good clusters didn’t need more to converge (i.e. stop changing). After the final iteration, we rank the resulting detectors based on their accuracy: per-
Figure 5: Steps of our algorithm for three sample candidate patches in Paris. The first row: initial candidate and its NN matches. Rows 2-4: iterations of SVM learning (trained using patches on left). Red boxes indicate matches outside Paris. Rows show every 7th match for clarity. Notice how the number of not-Paris matches decreases with each iteration, except for rightmost cluster, which is eventually discarded.

Implementation Details: Our current implementation considers only square patches (although it would not be difficult to add other aspect ratios), and takes patches at scales ranging from 80-by-80 pixels all the way to height-of-image size. Patches are represented with standard HOG [3] (8x8x31 cells), plus a 8x8 color image in L*a*b colorspace (a and b only). Thus the resulting feature has $8 \times 8 \times 33 = 2112$ dimensions. During iterative learning, we use a soft-margin SVM with $C$ fixed to 0.1. The full mining computation is quite expensive; a single city requires approximately 1,800 CPU-hours. But since the algorithm is highly parallelizable, it can be done overnight on a cluster.

4.2 Results and Validation

Figure 6 shows the results of running our algorithm on several well-known cities. For each city, the left column shows randomly chosen images from Google Street View, while the right column shows some of the top-ranked visual element clusters that were automatically discovered (due to space limitations, a subset of elements was selected manually to show variety; see the project webpage for the full list). Note that for each city, our visual elements convey a better stylistic feel of the city than do the random images. For example, in Paris, the top-scoring elements zero-in on some of the main features that make Paris look like Paris: doors, balconies, windows with railings, street signs and special Parisian lampposts. It is also interesting to note that, on the whole, the algorithm had more trouble with American cities: it was able to discover only a few geo-informative elements, and some of them turned out to be different brands.

Figure 4: Top: using the naïve distance metric for this patch retrieves some good matches and some poor matches, because the patch contains both a street sign and a vertical bar on the right. Bottom: our algorithm reweights the dimensions of our patch descriptor to separate Paris from non-Paris. The algorithm learns that focusing on the street sign achieves maximum separation from the non-Paris walls.
Figure 6: Google Street View vs. geo-informative elements for six cities. Arguably, the geo-informative elements (right) are able to provide better stylistic representation of a city than randomly sampled Google Street View images (left).

of cars, road tunnels, etc. This might be explained by the relative lack of stylistic coherence and uniqueness in American cities (with its melting pot of styles and influences), as well as the supreme reign of the automobile on American streets.

In addition to the qualitative results, we would also like to provide a more quantitative evaluation of our algorithm. While validating data-mining approaches is difficult in general, it is possible to measure 1) to what extent our elements are specific to particular locations, and 2) do users find them
subjectively geo-informative in a visual discrimination task? To evaluate how geo-informative our visual elements are, we ran the top 100 Paris element detectors over an unseen dataset which was 50% from Paris and 50% from elsewhere. For each element, we found its geo-informativeness by computing the percentage of the time it fired in Paris out of the top 100 firings. The average accuracy of our top detectors was 83% (where chance is 50%). We repeated this for our top 100 Prague detectors, and found the average accuracy on an unseen dataset of Prague to be 92%.

Next, we repeated the above experiment with people rather than computers. To avoid subject fatigue, we reduced the dataset to 100 visual elements, 50 from Paris and 50 from Prague. 50% of the elements were the top-ranked ones returned by our algorithm for Paris and Prague. The other 50% were randomly sampled patches of Paris and Prague (but biased to be high-contrast, as before, to avoid empty sky patches, etc.). In a web-based study, subjects (who have all been to Paris but not necessarily Prague) were asked to label each of the 100 patches as belonging to either Paris or Prague (forced choice). The results of our study (22 naive subjects) are as follows: average classification performance for the algorithm-selected patches was 78.5% (std = 11.8), while for random patches it was 58.1% (std = 6.1); the p-value for a paired-samples t-test was $< 10^{-8}$. While on random patches subjects did not do much better than chance, performance on our geo-informative elements was roughly comparable to the much simpler full-image classification task reported in the beginning of the paper (although since here we only used Prague, the setups are not quite the same).

5. APPLICATIONS

Now that we have a tool for discovering geographically-informative visual elements for a given locale, we can use them to explore ways of building stylistic narratives for cities and of making visual connections between them. Here we discuss just a few such directions.

5.1 Mapping Patterns of Visual Elements

So far, we have shown the discovered visual elements for a given city as an ordered list of patch clusters (Figure 6). Given that we know the GPS coordinates of each patch, however, we could easily display them on a map, and then search for interesting geo-spatial patterns in the occurrences of a given visual element. Figure 7 shows the geographical locations for the top-scoring detections for each of 3 different visual elements (a sampling of detections are shown below each map), revealing interestingly non-uniform distributions. For example, it seems that balconies with cast-iron railings (left) occur predominantly on the large thoroughfares (bd Saint-Michel, bd Saint-Germain, rue de Rivoli), whereas windows with iron railings (middle) appear mostly on smaller streets. The arch-supporting column (right) is a distinguishing feature of the famous Place des Vosges, yet it also appears in other parts of Paris, particularly as part of more recent Marché Saint-Germain (this is a possible example of so-called “architectural citation”). Automatically discovering such architectural patterns may be useful to both architects and urban historians.

5.2 Visual Correspondences Across Cities

Given a set of architectural elements (windows, balconies, etc.) discovered for a particular city, it is natural to ask what these same elements might look like in other cities. As it turns out, a minor modification to our algorithm can often accomplish this task. We have observed that a detector for a location-specific architectural element will often fire on functionally similar elements in other cities, just with a much lower score. That is, a Paris balcony detector will return mostly London balconies if it is forced to run only on London images. Naturally these results will be noisy, but we can clean them up using an iterative learning approach similar to the one in Section 4.1. The only difference is that we require the positive patches from each iteration of training to be taken not just from the source city, but from all the cities where we wish to find correspondences. For example, to find correspondences between Paris, Prague, and London, we initialize with visual elements discovered in Paris and then, at each round of “clean-up” training, we use 9 top positive matches to train each element SVM, 3 from each of the three cities. Figure 8 illustrates the result of this procedure. Note how capturing the correspondence between similar visual elements across cities can often highlight certain stylistic differences, such as the material for the balconies, the style of the street-lamps, or the presence and position of ledges on the façades.

5.3 Visualizing Facade Layout

Another interesting observation is that some discovered
We proposed a method that can automatically find a set of stylistic elements, the visual minutiae of daily urban life. We argued that the “look and feel” of a city rests not so much on the few famous landmarks (e.g. the Eiffel Tower), but largely on a subset of such visual elements from a large dataset offered by Google Street View, and demonstrated some promising applications. This work is but a first step towards our ultimate goal of providing stylistic narratives to explore the diverse visual geographies of our world. Currently, the method is limited to discovering only local elements (image patches), so a logical next step would be trying to capture larger structures, both urban (e.g. facades), as well as natural (e.g. fields, rivers). Finally, the proposed algorithm is not limited to geographic data. Figure 10 shows promising results for mining discriminative patches on indoor scenes, and cars, suggesting that visual elements can be a useful tool for exploring a wide variety of image data domains.

6. CONCLUSION

So, what makes Paris look like Paris? We argued that the “look and feel” of a city rests not so much on the few famous landmarks (e.g. the Eiffel Tower), but largely on a set of stylistic elements, the visual minutiae of daily urban life. We proposed a method that can automatically find a subset of such visual elements from a large dataset offered by Google Street View, and demonstrated some promising applications. This work is but a first step towards our ultimate goal of providing stylistic narratives to explore the diverse visual geographies of our world. Currently, the method is limited to discovering only local elements (image patches), so a logical next step would be trying to capture larger structures, both urban (e.g. facades), as well as natural (e.g. fields, rivers). Finally, the proposed algorithm is not limited to geographic data. Figure 10 shows promising results for mining discriminative patches on indoor scenes, and cars, suggesting that visual elements can be a useful tool for exploring a wide variety of image data domains.
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Figure 10: Our algorithm applied to other data sources. Top: elements for indoor scenes, where the weak label is one of 67 indoor scene categories [4, 20]. Bottom: stylistic elements that differentiate cars from different decades [9].
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